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For 2019 awards we have introduced the option to provide us with a short video (no more than 3 
minutes), that describes the challenges your project addresses and any notable benefits.

To provide a video:
� Create your video
� Post to YouTube, Vimeo or other publicly accessible site
� Paste video link in above

IMPORTANT: If your submission includes personal data in video/pitch deck you have to comply with data privacy and in particular GDPR by 
obtaining written consent from anyone whose personal data is included in the video/pitch deck. Additionally if you do not consent to use of 
personal data in the entry form the award team will require the removal of all personal data included in your pitch deck in order for it to be 
valid.

Note: Delete this box prior to submission

http://www.youtube.com/
http://www.vimeo.com/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/General_Data_Protection_Regulation
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“Quote” Challenge

Solution

Outcome

Porsche Motorsport Team Info

ZERO paper work! 
NO media breaks!

NO MORE error prone processes!

LINKAGE of all related content!

No more confusion & long duration 
in searching for the right data 
(locations, in formula e & on new 
racetracks:
Get your information “at-your-
fingertips”

Approx. 30k€ reduced costs for printouts & deployment 
of manual/year

Approx. 150 k€ Savings/year in joint travel 
arrangements (flight, hotel, rental cars,…) due to 
engaging as ONE team (for the race project)

In general: 
Highest User Adoption & happy engineers (end users)

“We can be 30min 
earlier on track, 
collaborate between 
team members in a 
modern and easy way 
and provide critical 
information in real 
time”
– Friedemann Kurz, 
Manager Motorsport 
Processes & IT
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Partner Information 

“”
“It was real a once-in-a-lifetime experience. From ideation to designing the app in 
just three days! Unbelievable! It was a honor to get the chance to work with the 
world class designers from Apple” – Friedemann Kurz

Apple
Enterprise Design Lab workshop, Cupertino
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Business Challenge & Objectives

Members of the Porsche Motorsport crews travel up to 180 days per year. Before 
every event (test, race, promotion) they receive a 60 (!) page printed document 
which contains sensitive information like personal data and the overall schedule of 
all crew members. Normally the event crew produces 3 versions of this briefing 
and they will loose contact as soon as their trips started. Short notice updates 
can not be distributed efficiently and the crew has to study lots of pages and get 
lost in dependencies & rules. They may not see relevant information for a specific 
country like Visa, restrictions, local laws etc.

A joint team of Porsche Motorsport and SAP joined the Enterprise Design Lab in 
Cupertino to redesign the whole travel process. As result we provided a cutting 
edge native iOS app which includes personalized information, an integrated push 
notification service for urgent updates and works completely in offline-mode. The 
app is connected to SAP Cloud Platform and leverages the latest SAP Cloud 
Platform SDK for iOS and is based on the latest Fiori human interface design 
guidelines to achieve highest user adoption. There are no more any errors in 
fulfilling the required processes inline the governance of Porsche Motorsport.
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Project / Use Case Details

Yesterday (Dec 2018)
Printout of 60-pager 
manual in 3 versions

Today (Feb 2019)
1 iOS app
ease of use, intuitive

Tomorrow (Plan End 2019)
Enhance the app & create more
apps e.g. with image classification
based on Machine Learning and
ARKit2
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Benefits and Outcomes

Business / Social IT Human Empowerment

Travelers must not be afraid to lose 
company confidential information 
(which is the fact with the paper 
version, it contains very sensitive 
data). In addition to that, every 
traveler has his own version and 
view for his personal schedule and 
the ability to check the availability of 
team members or other colleagues. 

The Team Info app provides a deep 
integration into the native device 
and simplifies the collaboration 
between crews.

Paper use could be reduced to 
ZERO and the whole process is 
now digital and enhanced with 
additional features like interactive 
race track maps, location based 
services and checklists.

IT can ensure that every traveler 
has the latest information available. 
Depending on the importance of 
push notifications, travelers can be 
enforced to acknowledge the 
changes within the app. 

The planning of an event has been 
dramatically simplified since there is 
a new backend system in place 
which is fully integrated into the 
relevant backend systems and 
towards the mobile application.

As of today we get 100% 
operational data  based on common 
master data in the backend. 
(compared to several excel sheets 
before)

Outlook: combine O with X data to 
provide better travel experience 

Quick onboarding for new 
employees and travelers.

Best user experience and 
adoption by end users and 
supported by best in class 
devices (Apple iPhones).

ZERO effort now for back office 
employees. No more distribution 
work. They are free for relevant 
work now.

Outlook: much more better user 
experience by adapting customer 
experience by Qualtrics for 
getting active feedback from 
mechanics and partners. 
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Architecture

Cloud Foundry Environment Team Info 
Management Backend

Connectivity

PostgreSQLApplication
Runtime

Identity
Authentication

Mobile Services

End User

trust

trust
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Deployment

SAP Technologies Used:

Server Processor:

Linux Distribution:

Date of Deployment or POC:

Number of live users:

Pilot live as of 22. February 2019

50

We have cloud native deployment!

SAP Cloud Platform CF
SAP Cloud Platform Mobile Services
SAP Cloud Platform SDK for iOS
SAP Cloud Platform PostgreSQL
SAP Cloud Platform API Management
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Emerging Technologies and Use Cases
The following Emerging Technologies and use-cases are part of the project and describe the 
contribution

Technology or Use Case Yes/No Contribution to Project
1. Machine Learning  / Artificial 

Intelligence
Planned *

2. IoT Planned *

3. 3D printing No

4. Blockchain No

5. API Economy / Integrate the 
Intelligent Enterprise

Yes Interoperability with SCP and MS 
Azure

6. Cloud Native / Event Based 
Architectures

Yes 100% cloud based solution

7. Extending the digital core with SAP 
CP / ABAP in SAP CP

Yes Get data from digital core to 
provide to mobile app *

8. SAP Leonardo Application ( extending 
SAP application, using Industry 
Innovation Kits or result of Design 
Thinking workshop)

Yes Design Thinking to get clear 
understanding of the customers 
needs (Apple EDL)


